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THINGS TO DO

St. Paul boxer nds his inner
ballerina with St. Paul Ballet
company

By MARK CONNOR | Special to the Pioneer Press
April 12, 2017 at 7:50 pm

St. Paul boxer Mark Connor, center, in St. Paul Ballet’s production of “To Billy: The Art
of Boxing and the Sport of Ballet.” (Courtesy of St. Paul Ballet)

Editor’s note: When St. Paul Ballet moved into a new studio on Fairview Avenue in St. Paul’s

Hamline-Midway neighborhood, it found itself sharing a building with Element Boxing and

Fitness. Choreographer Zoe Emilie Henrot recalled that just such a circumstance provided

the jumping-o� point for the film (and subsequent stage musical) “Billy Elliot,” in which a
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While I wasn’t bullied, when tough guys asserted themselves I had always backed down.

But within a few months a�er I started boxing, I was running three miles before school

each morning, doing hundreds of sit-ups and multiple sets of push-ups each day, eating

nutritious meals, and I became much more assertive. I was confident.

boy comes to learn to box and comes out a ballet dancer. Henrot created “To Billy” in

homage. The dance featured boxers with the dancers and was part of a St. Paul Ballet

performance in early March. One of the boxers who appeared in the dance, Mark Connor of

St. Paul, shares his thoughts on the unlikely melding of these art forms.

I started boxing at age 10, a couple of weeks into fi�h grade. I was smaller than most of my

classmates and embarrassed at being skinnier than the other boys. I was a nominal

student, too.

I couldn’t wait to get to the gym a�er school. Working out wasn’t work, it was play, more

fun than football or hockey or baseball. I had six boxing matches that year and was the 60-

pound runner-up in the Minnesota State Junior Olympics. I never picked fights but no

longer backed down, so I didn’t have to worry on the playground when the tough guys

demanded proof I was a boxer.

I read boxing magazines and books, which helped me be a better student. I wasn’t in show

business but was performing in the ring and thought of myself as an entertainer.

Flash forward three decades and I find myself entertaining again, not as a fighter in an

epic battle for a title but as a guest performer in a collaboration with the St. Paul Ballet

company.

I wouldn’t call myself a dancer, although I did take ballet instruction from St. Paul Ballet,

along with Element Boxing and Fitness owner Dalton Outlaw and boxers Michael Faulk

and Phil Sherman.

Phil is a beginner with one amateur bout and the rest of us are former Upper Midwest

Golden Gloves champions. Dalton is a 2-0 professional supermiddleweight and Michael is

a supermiddleweight and former sparring partner for world champions Floyd Mayweather

Jr. and Antonio Margarito.

The collaboration emerged because St. Paul Ballet has sublet space from Element for

three years, and every day dancers enter the gym to fill their water bottles, using the only

available water fountain.
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Naturally, the dancer and the boxer can recognize the artist and the athlete in each, so St.

Paul Ballet artistic director Zoe Henrot’s suggestion of a cross-training exchange led to the

development of “To Billy: The Art of Boxing and the Sport of Ballet.”

Mark Connor in “To Billy: The Art of Boxing and the Sport of Ballet.” (Courtesy of the St.
Paul Ballet)

Preparing for the performance was di�icult. The four boxers’ roles were supporting

appearances requiring us to shadowbox, doing what we’ve always done. But there were

scenes where we had to execute dance moves on line with the other dancers, not very

complicated but certainly requiring precision. I was nervous, fearing I’d become the

missing tooth in their perfect smile. But it worked out, better than I would have imagined.

The collaboration between Zoe, who put the piece together and Dalton, who

choreographed the boxing, accentuated the artistic skills of the boxer and the athletic

skills of the dancer. Michael and I, who first became friends in 2001 when we exchanged

punches in hard sparring sessions at Glancey’s Gym on the East Side, were frustrated at

not sticking the moves near the end of the preview matinee for students, but were

assisted by dancer Preston Stockert, who helped us improve for the remaining

performances.
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The dancers performed other pieces on preview night, and we were brought in a�erward

for a discussion of the collaboration, ending the evening with the audience taking the

stage to learn some boxing moves. We had a better performance on the second night, and,

for the closing performance, the theater was packed and they gave us all a standing

ovation. Behind the scenes, I had a tremendous experience, something that comes along

once in a lifetime.

Entering the stage in darkness and shadowboxing in silhouette was the easiest part,

letting my punch combinations blend into the rhythm of the music. Being led onto stage

by a ballerina or entering with the other boxers to point and gesture and end up holding

my hands outstretched to have each ballerina touch them before two of them led me o�

the stage was enjoyable, too. But the really enjoyable part was watching scenes before

and a�er our appearances, admiring the great acting abilities of the dancers. Standing

o�stage knowing I’d be on next made me think, “This is really cool. This is show business.”

A�er the standing ovation and the curtain dropped, dancer Brennan Benson did, too,

clutching his right foot, unable to walk a�er having danced on an injury he su�ered from a

jump in the first scene. Only 19 years old, he’s one tough kid. Fortunately, he’s since

recovered.

Michael and I agreed that we never quite stuck that last move, but we did OK for a couple

of fighters, and we were high o� the experience — maybe a little shaky, but luckily not a

missing tooth in St. Paul Dance Company’s perfect smile.

Mark Connor has been a boxer for 37 years, a trainer for 22 years, and a freelance writer

since 1997. His personal training service, Fighting Chance/Boxing for Llife, is available

through Element Boxing and Fitness and his website, www.boxersandwritersmagazine.com.

Mark Connor
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